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One Purpose, One Fraternity

Recently I found myself sitting on a plane
returning from the 85th Anniversary of the Iota
Epsilon Chapter at Central Missouri. A few weeks
earlier I had the privilege of attending the 50th
Anniversary of the Omega Tetarton Chapter at Cal
State/LA. Within those weeks, we had welcomed
two new chapters to the Fraternity by chartering
Chi Septaton at Georgia Southern and Theta
Pentaton at Indiana/PA.  

As I flew home to Los Angeles, I began to reflect on
our Brotherhood, and how truly unique our

Fraternity is. All across the country, brothers are accomplishing amazing things. Brother
Gary Ervin (Central Missouri ’80) is currently climbing Mt. Everest and raising money
for the fight against multiple sclerosis. Only about 800 people in the world attempt Mt.
Everest and 500 make it to the summit. Your Brother Ervin is descending the mountain
as I type this article! Later you’ll also read about how our Gamma Tetarton Chapter at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York has created a $50,000 grant program that
has been dispersing funds throughout the community to qualifying applicants. This
program has been immensely helpful to the growth of the community, the chapter, and
most importantly, its members. These are just a few examples of our Phi Sig brothers
that lift up our Fraternity and make us who we are and who we will evolve to be. 

We need to give all of our brothers the ideas, tools, programs and support they need to
shine their unique light and continue to make an impact on the world. This concept of
service to the next generation of Phi Sigs is what drives the Grand Council and me in
everything we are working to accomplish as we move Phi Sig forward. We have a diverse
fraternity that stretches from coast to coast and with the right plan in place, our
Brotherhood will shine, and we will become the standard for others to follow. 

In my video address to the Fraternity for Founders’ Day, I challenged each and every one
of us to do “just one thing” to make the Fraternity better and leave a #PSKlegacy. I wake
up every day and ask what “that one thing” is I will do today to try to honor this great
Fraternity. I challenge all of you to do the same. Over the next 6-12 months, I believe
that our leadership will be finishing and implementing some innovative ideas, tools and
programs that will be truly transformational for Phi Sigma Kappa.

Grand President Scott JacobsonGrand President Scott Jacobson
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The Shonk Undergraduate Leadership school is an innovative conference that focuses on leadership and

personal development through educational sessions, interactive experiences and small group activities.

When asked about his experience at the 2014 Shonk Undergraduate Leadership School, one

undergraduate wrote, “I have learned that I had more confidence in myself to be a leader on my campus

and in my chapter, I left the Leadership School with energy to make a difference with my position.” 

The 2016 Leadership School promises to offer an equally significant experience for its participants.

The Leadership School is an innovative program that focuses on leadership and personal development

through educational sessions,

interactive experiences and

small group activities. Each

chapter is encouraged to send

as many men as possible, but

each chapter is required to send

a minimum of three

undergraduate brothers. These

chapter delegates will have the

opportunity to explore principles

of leadership and personal

development while surrounded

by brothers from across the

country. 

The Leadership School is not just

for undergraduate brothers.

Alumni from across the country

are encouraged to attend and

engage in these discussions and

sessions as well. 

The 2016 Leadership School will

be held August 4-6, 2016 at the Indianapolis Marriot North in Indianapolis. The registration fee is

available on the website and increases as we near the event. 

Register now to see savings.

Registration materials will be available before the Leadership School and given out according. 

Please contact Senior Director of Operations, Kathy Cannady, at 317.573.5420 or email

Kathy@phisigmakappa.org for more information.

What: 
2016 Shonk Undergraduate Leadership School

When & Where:
Indianapolis Marriot North, Indianapolis IN Aug 4-6

Who:
At least three undergraduate leaders 

from each chapter must attend, all brothers are welcome!

Cost:
Visit http://goo.gl/RMlYor to learn more.
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Chi Septaton at Georgia Southern University
returns to the Brotherhood!

On Friday and Saturday, April 1-2, 2016, after less than 10 years away, 28 new Brothers and

four Alumni Initiates were initiated and chartered as the Chi Septaton Chapter at Georgia

Southern University. This Chartering occurred after two years of dedicated philanthropy,

campus involvement and values-based recruiting, all culminating with a banquet attended by

200 Brothers, dates, parents, and Alumni.  There were four more newly initiated members later

in the semester who were away in mandatory school activities during the Chartering Weekend.

In attendance were numerous Phi Sigma Kappa leadership officials, both current and past. 

Past Grand President Dave Spreitzer (Kentucky ‘80), Grand Council Director Doug Diekow

(Florida AI), who was also serving as the Chartering Officer for the event, and Regional Adviser

Frank Tortorici (Alabama ‘60) led the group of new members and the alumni throughout the

weekend. Alumni Adam Carlock (Valdosta ‘10) and Will Mast (Valdosta ‘15) aided the cause

along with the other alumni from the Psi Septaton Chapter at Valdosta State University.  

The Psi Septaton Chapter served as the initiation team performing a commendable job.
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My name is Braden Keeter and I am a brother

at the Omega Septaton Chapter at Auburn

University. I am exiting my junior year and I

had the honor of being a part of the 2015

Zillgitt class and am now serving with Michael

Haynes (Pittsburg State ‘16) as the

undergraduate representatives of the Grand

Council. Michael and I have participated on

Grand Council calls since August and had the

opportunity to attend the midyear Grand

Council meeting in Indianapolis in January. 

I am writing to each of you to help you

understand that the Grand Council,

Foundation Board, Properties Board and

Fraternity staff are all working together as a

cohesive unit to make the undergraduate

experience the best it can be. The negative

perception of “nationals” many of us hear as

freshmen and carry with us through our years

at school is one that I believe is created due to

a misunderstanding of what the alumni and

volunteers do to serve us. The money sent by

each chapter to the Grand Chapter is going

further than just sitting in the Fraternity’s

bank account. Funds are used wisely and

strategically to not only grow PSK but to

better the men that join each year. The

volunteers that make up the Grand Council

work tirelessly together and on committees to

better Phi Sig. They are not paid and do not

get rewarded, they serve because they not only

love this Brotherhood, but they see the

importance of fraternities and the positive

impact that the experience can make in young

men’s lives. 

Brother Haynes and I have had the

opportunity to serve on the Undergraduate

Experience Committee, which is being chaired

by Grand Council Director Sean McGreevey

(Henderson State ‘97). For the past sixth

months, our committee, along with members

of the staff, have spearheaded a project to

create impactful undergraduate programming

that will not only help guide the inductors of

each chapter but also teach

associate members the

guiding principles and

ideals of Phi Sigma Kappa. 

Our millennial generation

is being raised in a world

where the perception of

how fraternity life is and

“should” be is represented

by social media accounts

such as TFM, Oldrow, etc.

Yes, I will agree that these

accounts are amusing satire

that plays to our lesser

selves. However, I do not

PSK Undergraduate Brothers,
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believe that they represent what true fraternity

and brotherhood are in reality. Fraternities

are viewed unfairly in the media because the

good things that are done don’t make a great

viral story. The media plays on the old

storylines that fraternities have nothing of

worth to provide outside of being a party

outlet, a drinking club and convey a version of

fraternity that is irresponsible. 

However, I would argue that fraternities,

especially Phi Sig, create opportunities for

young men to discover their values and

positively impact communities. For example,

take our brothers at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute in New York, who created a $50,000

grant program to help improve the Mount Ida

community that so graciously accepts them as

their own. These brothers desire to reach out

and be selfless is an example of true fraternity

and shows that just because a group of 15 to

150 men are joined through fraternity, does

not mean good cannot come from it.  

Men are built through their time as

undergraduate members of Phi Sigma Kappa

and these same men go on to do great things

after graduation. As stated above, our

volunteers and staff work tirelessly to better

the experience of an undergraduate member

of Phi Sigma Kappa; they see the value that

Fraternity brings to a young man’s life, and

they see what value that young man will make

in the community around him. 

Our Grand Chapter is working daily to provide

us with the tools to be the most efficient

during our undergraduate years of maturing

and learning what is important in life and how

to live out our three Cardinal Principles on a

daily basis. I encourage each of you to

challenge your brothers to hold themselves to

the oaths we have taken declaring we will live

a life devoted to the Cardinal Principles - To

Promote Brotherhood, To Stimulate

Scholarship and To Develop Character. 

Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa cannot settle for

average if we want to continue to be a great

fraternity that has a reputation for building

quality men. The world and the media’s

scrutiny against fraternities are not going to

let up any time soon. In fact, it will become

harder as the world stays so incredibly

connected. I have seen first-hand the work

and effort Phi Sigma Kappa

is exerting to keep us ahead

of the curve in being a leader

in the world of fraternities. 

Damn Proud.
Braden Keeter

Signet seeks reporter

The Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity is looking for a volunteer to help write and
research articles for the Signet magazine. If you are interested, please contact

Joe Kern at 317.572.5420, or email joe@phisigmakappa.org.
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Do you have a Phi Sig
#psklegacy to share?

As Phi Sigma Kappa approaches the upcoming 
2016 Shonk Undergraduate Leadership School, the Signet Publishing Board

and International Headquarters staff would like to share your 
#psklegacy with every member. If you have items you’d like to donate, 

they will become a part of the permanent archives 
at Phi Sigma Kappa International Headquarters.

For more information or to share your #psklegacy, 
please contact the International Headquarters at 2925 E 96th St., Indianapolis, IN 46240.

Phone: 317.573.5420

Email: communications@phisigmakappa.org

By These Things, We Stand!

Do you have:

A memory to tell or write?

Photos to share?

Memorabilia to contribute?
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With the success of the pairing to date,
Chapter Development Director John Lendrum
expects to see a trend of national and local
chapter cooperation in the future. “I
appreciate the willingness and support of the
Foundation to assist Delta Triton,” Lendrum
said. “I think this model can go a long way
toward supporting chapters and growing Phi
Sigma Kappa across the country.”

In a letter to Lendrum, Foundation
President John Sheehan expressed his support
of the partnership and the Delta Triton capital
campaign. 

“The Delta Triton Alumni
Association has done an excellent job
in properly structuring this
transaction by utilizing a
knowledgeable architectural firm and
experienced law firm to document the
plans for the new chapter house,”
Sheehan wrote. “The Foundation was
also pleased to see the alumni
association engaged a professional
fundraising firm (Pennington &
Company) in the process to facilitate
the donor support needed to complete
such an endeavor.”

As of May 20, more than 50 loyal Delta
Triton brothers and their families have
pledged $1.1 million toward the historic effort.
The total value of funds deposited over five
years may be as much as $1.75 million. During
construction, brothers will spend one year in
off-campus housing. Once the architect
certifies the completion of the educational
portions, the Foundation will grant the funds
back to the chapter.

The 55-man-house-plan at 302 Waldron
Street is set to open its doors in the fall of
2018.

For decades, the Delta Triton Chapter at Purdue University
has needed a new chapter house. After years of thorough
planning and discussion, this dream, which spans
generations, is finally possible due to a partnership between
Delta Triton and the Phi Sigma Kappa Foundation.

In May, the chapter launched its public phase of the
Honoring Our Past, Building Our Future campaign to

construct a $3.3 million chapter house at the site of the existing facility in the
heart of Purdue’s campus. Phi Sigma Kappa Foundation will support Delta
Triton by providing donors with an opportunity for tax-deductible donations.
With 60 percent of the total cost of construction dedicated to educational
spaces and assets, the Foundation’s assistance will be imperative in helping
Delta Triton complete its project as envisioned.
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The week following the chartering, the

new chapter won Greek Week Overall,

Vice President Alex Franks was chosen

Greek Week King and the outgoing vice

president, Deric Schmidt, won IUP’s

Distinguished Service Award for his

work in the re-chartering of the chapter.  

Chancellor of the Court of Honor Bill

Neugebauer, himself a founder (ritual

#5) of the original chapter, presided over the

events of the weekend, and presented both the

new charter to the current officers and a

facsimile of the original charter (which has

been lost) to five other members of the group

that founded Theta Pentaton in 1965.  These

were Brothers Chuck Illig (ritual #3), Law

Claus (ritual #6), Ron Fortney (ritual #14),

Larry Judge (ritual #31) and Dale Patrias

(ritual #32).  

Of special interest was the alumnus initiation

of Brother Dave Phelps, who had pledged the

Fraternity more than 40 years ago and

completed his membership education, but

never went through the Ritual for the

Initiation of New Members.  Brother Phelps

has been a loyal friend of the chapter for the

past 42 years, attending frequent

homecomings and Founders’ Day events. 

Besides being kidded for setting a record for

the “longest pledge program,” he may have

also set a record for the shortest time between

being initiated and being put through the

third degree ritual—roughly three hours.

Brother Kenny Herbst (IUP ’69) also advised

the brothers present as part of the Third

After an absence of 20 years, the Theta Pentaton Chapter returned to

Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a roar on the weekend of April

22 and 23. Thirty two men from the colony were initiated into our

bond. The weekend also featured the induction of the chapter, the

installation of chapter officers and the Ritual of the Third Degree

Obligation for two long-time members of the original chapter.  

Theta Pentaton Returns!
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Degree ritual.  Brother Herbst was able to pin

his badge proudly on his grandson, re-

founding brother Jack Herbst.  

Brother Romar Lyle, who had associated our

brotherhood at Long Island University/Post’s

Pi Tetarton Colony, and who has subsequently

graduated from that school, was also initiated

so that he can work with assisting our

chapters and colonies in eastern Pennsylvania,

where he is now employed. The Grand Council

approved the chartering petition of LIU/Post

at its meeting on April 28.

Brother Neugebauer was assisted in the

chartering by Regional Leadership Coordinator

Grant Carpenter (Northern Arizona ’12), as

well as former Grand President Tim Vojtasko

(IUP ’85), former Grand Council member Wes

Semple (Clarion ’66), former Regional Adviser

Pete Korones (Clarion ’76), Greg Furer (Pitt

’06) and current Regional Adviser David A.

Schell (Clarion ’73), who ran the Ritual for the

Instruction of New Members.  Also joining the

group for the festivities was current Grand

Council member Sean McGreevey

(Henderson State ’97).  

A group of brothers from Kappa Chapter at

Penn State did an excellent job as the ritual

team.  Brothers from Kappa had also

performed the initiation and induction

rituals when Theta Pentaton was first

chartered in 1965. 

A group of 130 collegiate and alumni brothers,

parents, and other relatives, as well as guests

from the host university, including Betsy

Sarneso, the university’s Assistant Director for

Greek Life, celebrated the chartering at the

subsequent banquet at the Radisson/Park Inn

in Indiana.  The guests were treated to a vast

display of memorabilia from the 50-year

history of the group—newsletters, composites,

souvenir glassware—as well as a running

collection of pictures from Phi Sig events since

the founding.  



On February 24, 1891, our Delta Chapter at West
Virginia University was inducted and was the fourth
chapter to celebrate its Centennial 25 years ago.  

Delta Chapter owes its founding to friction which
existed between factions in the Columbian and
Parthenon Literary Societies. The leaders of one faction
withdrew from the societies and applied for a charter in
Phi Kappa Psi, and the leaders of the other faction
formed the nucleus of Delta Chapter of Phi Sigma
Kappa.

Clarence Mayers (West Virginia 1894), one of the
charter members, told the story of their induction
banquet:

“We put up $25 apiece for the first banquet. It was a
crucial time. The only existing fraternity since the
founding of West Virginia University was the Phi
Kappa Psi; so our banquet was the first rival
fraternity banquet. It had to be a good one. So we
went down the river to Pittsburgh and chartered a
boat. It was the Delta. It brought up to Morgantown
the best caterer in Pittsburgh with ten assistants and
enough food and liquid refreshment to heap high the
festal board. When Delta whistled as she rounded the
bend in the Monongahela River the Phi Psis were
making fun of us. But we showed them a thing or two
in that spread. The first banquet established the
Fraternity.”

Delta has been one of our most outstanding chapters
for most of the years since that first banquet and has
contributed many outstanding members to Phi Sigma
Kappa. In government leadership, they are
unsurpassed. Two members of the chapter served as
governors of West Virginia; one served as a U.S.
Senator; two members served on the West Virginia
Supreme Court, and one served as U. S. Secretary of
Agriculture, and four members served in the U.S.
House of
Representatives.

David Selby (West
Virginia ’63) and
Chris Sarandon (West
Virginia ’64) are well-
known actors.  The
late Don Knotts (West
Virginia ’46) was a
member of the Delta
Chapter. He received
our highest award,

the Medallion of Merit, in 1961. The chapter has also
had many outstanding athletes over the years.

Donovan H. Bond (Delta ’42) was for years the West
Virginia University Director of Development and served
the West Virginia Foundation as Executive Director. He
was our 26th Grand President (1960-62). He received
the Medallion of Merit at the Centennial Convention in
1973. He remained very active as a Foundation Trustee
and member of the Court of Honor up to his passing a
decade ago.

Twenty-five years ago at the Centennial Celebration
on March 23 at the Lakeview Inn in Morgantown, Delta
continued their tradition of outstanding banquets. A
total of 677 alumni and undergraduates were present.
There wasn’t a room in Morgantown large enough to
accommodate everyone, so the banquet was held in two
rooms. In attendance was Grand President Tony
Fusaro, Council Director Jim Whitfield, Foundation
President & Chancellor Al Shonk and Court of Honor
member Donovan H, Bond, who was also chairperson
of the event.  It was most certainly the largest Phi
Sigma Kappa event ever held.

The entire Fraternity congratulates Delta on their
125th and trusts that the chapter will continue adhering
to their distinguished history in the years ahead.

OUR HERITAGE . . .
125 Years of Leadership

By Albert D. Shonk, Past Grand President & Historian
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Phi Sigma Kappa Alumni: Lost Alumni Updater

Finding brothers after graduation can be just like looking for the proverbial 

“needle in a haystack.” But not anymore, the Lost Alumni Updater has been available 

for more than a year and has generated a great deal of success!

As of the publication of this magazine, more than a thousand submissions have been 

made to the Lost Alumni Updater. These contributions have helped the International

Headquarters reconnect and reengage many Lost Alumni. Thank you for all those who

contributed to this initiative by submitting even just 1 bit of information!


